Self Portrait
A self portrait is often called a selfie and you can use photography,
painting and drawing to capture your own personality and identity.
Can you think of other ways to make a selfie? write down your ideas.

Gallery Trail
You Get Me?

Use the space provided to
draw your self portrait.

by Mahtab Hussain

Think about...
. the shape of your face
. your hairstyle
. the features on your face,
like eyes, nose, mouth
. what shape are they?
. your eye colour
. what clothes you like to
wear
. your favourite colours
Well done explorers! You made it to the end of the trail. We hope you have enjoyed it and
learnt something new. Show your trail sheet and drawings to the Gallery Assistants as
they would love to see what you have made.
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Welcome Gallery Explorers!
Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the fun activities in this gallery trail
and exploring the fantastic work on show at Impressions Gallery.
Please explore with an adult if you can, and if you have any questions you can
ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the Welcome Desk.

Mahtab Hussain’s photographs explore the
question of identity among young working class
British Asian men and boys.

Portraits
Mahtab’s photographs are called portraits. Portraits can be seen to
capture a person’s personality.

Let’s get looking
Your first task as a gallery explorer is to find these portraits below in
the exhibition You Get Me? Tick the boxes when you’ve found them.

Identity
Think about how you would you describe identity to someone.
Circle the words which you think could be used to identify a person.

age

religion

personality
clothes

money

behaviour
Now try and think of your
own words and write them
down here.

gender
family
hobby
health

skin colour
school

job

height

fingerprint
where you live

hairstyle

Try out your
creative skills
by colouring in
these portraits.

